Liz Mitten-Ryan
Artist, Writer, Animal Communicator
EQUUS Film Festival Panel
Horses Are The Healers with Liz Mitten-Ryan – Friday 1:30

Liz Mitten Ryan is not only an accomplished writer and horse breeder/trainer,
she is also a nationally acclaimed wildlife painter. Artist, writer, animal
communicator, Liz’s art has raised millions of dollars for animals and the
environment through groups such as World Wildlife, Earth Day International,
Ducks Unlimited and Habitat Canada. Her books have collectively won nine
Independent Publishing awards.
‘Herd’ will debut at the Equus Film Festival. It is a film by award-winning
documentary filmmaker Stefan Morel, which follows participants who experience
an Equinisity retreat with Liz, and the horses in the magical and transformative
setting of Gateway 2 Ranch.
"We are all one. Every single little quark is united in the same cosmic soup. There
are spaces but no boundaries. Boundaries are only thoughts"
Liz Mitten Ryan has always turned her love into art. She is a dedicated conservationist and a true philanthropist.
As an artist, Liz has worked with conservation groups throughout the world raising awareness and millions of
dollars for animals and their habitat.
Along with the honor of twice being B.C. Wildlife artist of the year, she has also been a national artist for
Ducks Unlimited for twelve years. Liz has been recognized as a notable Canadian woman by Eaton's stores,
invited to submit art by the Canadian Mint, and was a winner of the Habitat Canada stamp.
Many of Liz's recent paintings are featured in the four books she has co-authored with her horses, dogs and cats.
The books have won nine book awards including the coveted Nautilus Award in company with Deepak Chopra,
Eckhart Tolle and the Dali Llama. One With the Herd, the first in the series won 5 Independent publishing
awards and showcases many paintings of the landscapes and horses that are part of her life.
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